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Disclaimer

The information presented here, with the exception
of grant data, has been compiled primarily from the
H2M report and from information provided at a
meeting with NJDEP staff on October 29, 2018. All
the information has been provided in good faith and
is accurate and reliable to the best of my knowledge
and belief, but it is not guaranteed. There may be
other available grants or aspects to the data
presented that I am not aware of.
--Adele Starrs

Five possible solutions were examined. They can be
grouped into two categories.

Non-Mandatory Solutions

Mandatory Solutions

Can be offered to individual residents without
obligating an entire geographic area to
participate.

Requires Knowlton Township to set up a
permanent water authority, manned by a
licensed operator, requires Township to pass an
ordinance that mandates resident participation.





1) Point of Entry Reverse Osmosis (RO)
Systems



1) Hookup to Portland, PA water supply



2) Connect to Belvidere or Blairstown
water supply



3) Dig community wells

2) Deepening of Private Wells

Option 1:
Mandatory
Portland, PA
Hookup
$9.1
million

High regulatory burden—
Multiple agencies must
approve, NJ has stricter
MCLs than PA

Water needs to be
treated in NJ-Permanent water
authority required in
Knowlton

With mandatory
participation in a set
area, residents without
salt problem will be
included

Cost of $9.1 million,
which is an estimate of
initial capital costs and
doesn’t include ongoing
maintenance or
operation costs

Not recommended by
the study

Option 2:
Mandatory
Connection to
nearest NJ town

Blairstown–
Engineers ruled this out.
Too far away to be a practical solution

Belvidere—
Engineers ruled this out.
Too far away to be a practical solution

Major impact on
roads-- Water
mains needed
under Route 80,
Route 94,
Decatur, etc.

Option 3:
Mandatory
Community Well
$8.5 million

Two wells are
required by
law

Many variables,
costs may be
underestimated

With mandatory
participation,
residents without
salt problem
would be
included
More detailed
engineering
study required

Cost of $8.5
million is for
initial capital
and does not
include
ongoing O&M
or employee
costs

Requires
permanent
Knowlton
water
authority with
licensed
operator

Ranney Well:
• Very deep well with horizontal collection
capacity that can be dug under the Delaware
River
• Eliminates the need to insert water main under
Route 80
• Additional con: Ranney wells require extra
monitoring and must be tested more frequently
than standard wells
• Requires multi-agency approval because of
Delaware River involvement

Option 4:
Non-mandatory Private Well Deepening:
$17.3 million



Pros: Doesn’t need to be installed in every home in the area



Cons:
Cost is high: $17.3 million for 101 homes
Access problems– there are setback requirements for drilling wells or deepening wells. By law,
wells can only be so close to septics. Some lots in the affected area are small and may pose
access problems.
Risky-- no guarantee of success. Wells have a suction effect. Drilling deeper multiple wells could
pull the salt down deeper. Can be clean at first and then go bad. No ability to predict whether
this will happen. May spend $17 million and have same problem.
No grant available unless applied for by individual homeowners.

Option 5: Non-mandatory
Point-of-Entry Reverse Osmosis Systems
$2.9 million


Pros:
Least expensive option at $2.9 million for 101 homes
Systems are now smaller, the size of a water tank

NJDEP solicited quotes from two vendors, cost is $8,000 to $10,000 per unit
Solution recommended by study


Cons:
O&M cost to residents is approximately $1,000 per year, per NJDEP, must
add minerals to avoid damage to pipes
No grants available unless residents apply individually

Applicable Grants
FEDERAL US Department of Agriculture, Rural
Development, Water & Waste Disposal Loan & Grant
Program
•

Available for “drinking water sourcing, treatment,
storage and distribution” for towns with
populations of 10,000 or less

•

Maximum grant offered is 45 %

•

This grant cannot be used for Reverse Osmosis
systems or Private Well Deepening– it can only be
used for community-wide solutions in which the
township is the borrower and maintains the system

•

Township must prove that the project is “financially
sustainable”

STATE grants: None for non-primary contaminants.
Only loans available.

Actions Taken by Knowlton
Built new salt shed with impermeable floor
Poured asphalt aprons in front of salt shed to assist with housekeeping
Bought new dump truck with automated rather than manual salt spreader to better control salt deposition
Paid for kitchen sink RO systems for every affected resident who wanted them

Hired a hydrogeologist to determine whether remedial pumping of the aquifer would work and assist in evaluating other
solutions
Commissioned this long-term solutions study
Posted low-salt signs in village of Columbia
Updated winter maintenance agreement with other agency to avoid overlapping of salted routes
Educated our staff
Requested that the other agencies document actions they have taken to date

Additional Considerations:

• What effect would a permanent water system have on Knowlton’s COAH obligation?
• When towns mandate participation in a water system, what to do about residents who
can’t pay ongoing costs?
• NJDEP said many small towns struggle to maintain and fund water systems once they
are established. What factors does Knowlton have that make us an exception?
• What effect will taking action or no action have on Notice of Tort Claim that has been
submitted?
• Original report cited NJDOT, County, Township, Travel Centers of America, Delaware
River Joint Toll Bridge Commission, and residents’ water softener systems (listed in no
particular order) as responsible for salt deposition. Knowlton Township already paid for
point-of-use RO systems for any resident, and only 1 agency offered to assist with the
cost. It is unlikely the other agencies will assist with any additional actions.

